
DBT mindfulness worksheet

Mindfulness exercise

Read the mindfulness technique you can use below.

During a state of mindfulness, you are aware of your thoughts, feelings and

physical sensations. The plan is to use this awareness to distract you from harmful

thoughts.

Mindfulness exercises:

mindfulness walks

As you take a walk, pay attention to what happens to your body as you move. Then

extend your awareness to the environment around you and notice what you see,

hear, smell and feel. You can also use this technique everywhere you go.

The 5 Sense mindfulness exercise.

This activity will help you relax your body as well as distract yourself from

negative, unhelpful and irrational thoughts by focus on the present

Attempt the steps below;

● Look at your surroundings for a minute. Note five things that you see.

● Listen keenly. Note four things you can hear
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● Take a deep breath. Note three things you can smell

● Pay attention to your skin. Note 2 things you can feel.

● Focus on your tongue. Note one thing you can taste.

Mindfulness breathing

This DBT technique will help you restore calm when feeling anxious or uncomfortable. On

this worksheet we will explain two ways you can engage in mindfulness breathing to create

a distance between yourself and negative thoughts. The key to making this technique a

success is to pay attention to your breathing.

Technique 1. Count your breaths.

Select a time on your time. 5 to 10 minutes will do. During this period, focus on your breath

and count how many breaths you take during the set time.

Technique 2. 6-5-4 breathing technique

Start by taking a deep breath with your nose for 6 seconds. Hold your breath for 5

seconds and finally breathe out through the mouth for four seconds. You can repeat the

process as many times as you wish
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